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Abstract— Wireless networks are facing variety of attacks nowadays. To prevent from such attacks, a few Intrusion Detection 

frameworks are being created to distinguish and evacuate the attacks. Intrusion detection frameworks need to manage huge 

information having duplicate and excess features that require moderate training and testing processes leading to higher resource 

utilization and poor discovery rate. The performance of the Intrusion detection frameworks depend on the accuracy of the 

predicted attacks. Various performance parameters are to be considered for determining accuracy of a framework. The whole 

process is highly dependent on the network features and thus, Feature Classification is a vital issue in intrusion detection 

process. This paper covers the importance of feature selection, the common feature selection methods and various feature 

classification approaches that have been used in the field of Intrusion Detection System. The paper has also revised about the 

different researches that had taken place in the relevant field.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

IDS can be a mix of programming and hardware. The vast 

majority of intrusion detection systems play out their errand 

progressively. In any case, there are likewise intrusion 

detection systems that don't work progressively, due to 

performing examination for legal reviews. There are some 

intrusion detection systems that respond to interruptions 

progressively way. This response typically forces to 

diminishing the misfortune and harm by ending a system 

association and different methodologies. For those intrusion 

detection systems need to do reviewing information, it is 

troublesome even by utilizing PC's capacity since 

distinguishing suspicious conduct for approaching 

information even in little systems are confounded procedure. 

Features may contain false connections, which impede the 

way toward identifying interruptions. Further, a few features 

might be excess since the data they include is contained in 

different features. Additional features can build calculation 

time, and can affect the precision of intrusion detection 

system. Determination of features improves classification 

process via finding out the subset of features, which best 

groups the training data. The features under thought rely 

upon the sort of intrusion detection system, for instance, 

network based intrusion detection system will break down 

system related data. It isn't known which of these features are 

repetitive or unessential for intrusion detection system and 

which ones are applicable or fundamental for intrusion 

detection system. There does not exist any model or process  

 

that catches the connection between various features. On the 

off chance that such a model existed, the interruption 

discovery procedure would be basic and direct. 

 

From the past years, a few intrusion detection systems have 

been prescribed that mostly target rule-based frameworks, in 

light of the fact that their execution relies upon the principles 

distinguished by the security specialists [1]. The volume of 

system traffic is broad along these lines thus encoding rules 

is for the most part lacking just as moderate. Thus the rule 

based frameworks also require major changes. 

 

These days, one genuine test for intrusion detection system is 

feature selection performed by using  system traffic 

information. Researchers uses different feature selection 

techniques for the classification problems [2]. In any case, a 

few calculations are sensitive to feature selection as the 

original information obtained from the configuration of 

system is not reasonable for detection. In this manner, feature 

selection is a noteworthy strategy for improving 

characterization precision, reducing the superfluous or 

repetitive information and contributing a superior 

comprehension of important features and the basic procedure 

that created the datasets. 

 

There is a need to overcome certain issues, for example, 

highlight repetition, high-dimensional highlights, and 

overfitting. Also, another issue for intrusion detection system 

is managing imbalanced datasets, for example, most of the 
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examples have a place with Probe and denial of Service 

(DoS) assaults, while very few examples are related with 

client to-root (U2R) or remote-to-client (R2L) attacks 

because of this issue, frequently the classifier gets the excess 

and one-sided tests, while in certifiable the minority assaults 

are normally more risky than larger part assaults. A solitary 

IDS can look at huge measures of data containing excess and 

incorrect features, while at this stage, IDS experiences a few 

challenges, for example, noise and expanded classifier time 

to handle previously mentioned issues. A successful intrusion 

detection system is expected to diminish false alert rates and 

in the meantime, it is additionally required to be powerful in 

recognizing the attacks and oversee high recognition rates 

and decrease the time.  

 

This paper covers different feature selection mechanisms in 

Section II, Implemented feature selection approaches in the 

field of Intrusion detection system in Section III and 

concluded in Section IV. 

 

II. FEATURE SELECTION MECHANISMS 

 

The feature selection process involves four major steps that 

include Feature set generation, Feature set evaluation, 

Stopping criteria and the result [3]. 

 

Subset generation is a kind of heuristic search. Each state of 

the search space domain serves as the candidate subset that is 

evaluated. This phase is based on two major issues, the first 

one is to decide the starting research point, which has major 

impact over the results of the research. Search can start with 

the empty subset which successively adds the other features 

one by one , this is called the forward feature section 

approach. Another way of starting search mechanism is to 

start the search with full set of features and then deleting the 

features one by one, this is known as backward feature 

selection approach. A third bidirectional approach also exists 

which can add or remove the features at the same time.  

The other issue in feature subset generation is determining 

the search mechanism. The searching strategy may follow 

complete search or sequential search or random search. 

Feature selection algorithm performs search procedure on all 

the possible feature subsets and tries to find the most 

efficient, optimal subset. The process will go on until some 

threshold is reached. Thus, to stop the procedure, threshold is 

determined according to the given criteria and then a number 

of iterations are performed on the feature subset. 

 

The feature selection algorithms are classified into three 

categories [4].: 

 

1. Embedded Approaches - Embedded approach uses filter 

selection as well as learning algorithm both at the same 

time. The procedure identifies the useful attributes and 

irrelevant attributes during the learning algorithm itself. 

These approaches achieve higher efficiency in 

comparison to other feature selection approaches. 

Example of such approach is Decision trees etc. 

2. Wrapper Approaches - Wrapper approaches first perform 

the learning procedures and then identifies the optimal 

subset features based on the result of the learning 

procedure. These procedures include huge amount of 

computations in comparison to Filter techniques. 

3. Filter Approaches - Filter approaches filter the feature 

subset and determine the best features. These best 

features are applied to the learning algorithm for building 

a learning model.   

 

III. IMPLEMENTED FEATURE SELECTION 

APPROACHES IN DEVELOPING IDS 

 

To deal with the digital attacks, remarkable researches have 

been done for exploring and developing Intrusion detection 

frameworks deal with the malware and vulnerabilities. From 

the year 2000s, there have been numerous effective 

applications that have combined data mining and machine 

learning strategies for the development of Intrusion 

Detection System. After that, numerous Data mining and 

machine learning algorithms were explicitly intended for the 

reason. Data Mining techniques inspect the significant data 

inside large volume of information by logically finding 

fundamental real patterns, examples, and relationship from 

the information as revealed in [5,6]. Artificial neural network 

is also used for multiclass issues for the developing intrusion 

detection system by using a multilayer feed-forward kind of 

neural network. It has used back-propagation method to 

anticipate intrusions [7]. Number of techniques have been 

utilized in the field of intrusion detection, for example, 

decision Trees, SVM and random forests [8]. These 

techniques have performed the operations on a set of 

patterns, and the results have demonstrated that particular 

classification methods are explicitly proficient for a given 

attack class while others were not. In addition, a 

multiclassifier model for Intrusion Detection System [9] was 

also utilized by using random forests for network intrusion 

detection systems. Sone naive bayes feature classification 

approaches have also been developed by researchers[10,11]. 

In the area of system security, machine learning , data mining 

and feature selection are performing key roles because 

numerous specialists are using them to enhance the execution 

of learning algorithms in the various fields, for example, 

content mining, PC vision, and image processing and so on 

[12]. Feature selection is generally utilized for some reasons, 

for example, expanded effectiveness of the learning 

algorithm, accomplishing a high precision rate and getting 

effortlessness for classification issues [13]. Also, feature 

selection decides suitable subset from the first dataset so as 

to limit the effect of superfluous and excess features without 

reducing the precision of the classifier. Overall, a few issues 

are important to be considered- first, repetition in datasets 
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and mix process for feature selection systems through any 

learning algorithm and second, a excess element choice as 

well as  incapable feature determination from datasets—these 

issues lead to troublesome stages for any learning algorithm. 

The very fast decision tree has[14], utilized information gain 

for feature selection and it incorporates many improved 

forms while preparing the model. 

 

One of the popular and effective feature selection technique, 

for example, filter is used to rank all the features with no 

classifier and wrapper[15]. The wrapper has added great 

execution in little sets and the filter method is more 

affordable from a computational perspective [16]. In spite of 

the fact that, the relationship between feature selection and 

calculation isn't yet very much overseen but there is 

requirement in the area. Subsequently, the regular learning 

methods, for example, support vector machine [17], boosting 

[18], and sparse logistic regression is more powerful in the 

area of feature selection and feature classification problems. 

 

Gisung Kim had invented a new hybrid technique that 

progressively works on both misuse identification and 

anomaly detection in a deteriorated structure[19]. It has used 

the C4.5 choice tree and  one-class support vector machine to 

upgrade the capability of anomaly detection. C4.5 choice tree 

does not form clusters, which can corrupt the profiling 

capacity along these lines truncating the effectiveness of the 

framework.  

 

Shi-Jinn Horng had given an intrusion detection framework 

which combines clustering process, a basic feature selection 

algorithm and the support vector machine[20]. The resultant 

classifiers indicated better execution and reduced the training 

time over the SVM classifiers. This methodology gives better 

execution regarding precision in contrast with alternate 

network based intrusion detection system. But its main 

limitation is that it just identifies Dos and Probe assaults and 

cannot detect U2L and R2L assaults. 

 

A hybrid intelligent decision technique was give by 

Mrutyunjaya Panda[21] by including guided learning 

strategies with a classifier to so as to recognise network 

attacks. The outcomes demonstrate that there is no single 

best calculation in comparison to others in all circumstances. 

Juan Wang [22] exhibited a decision tree based intrusion 

detection system. It has used information gain ratio. But, in 

this methodology the error rate continues as before.  

 

Hong Kuan Sok [23] had utilized the ADTree calculation for 

feature reduction. It provides great performance over 

classification. The classification process has been rearranged 

and the speed has been improved radically because of the 

decreased activities required to perform the classification. 

 

Tavallaee had used KDD CUP 99 data set and after 

examining  whole KDD dataset it demonstrated that there 

were two vital issues in the informational collection which 

influenced the execution of frameworks, and hence results in 

an exceptionally poor understanding of anomaly detection 

approaches[24]. NSL-KDD was proposed to overcome some 

of the issues. The proposed dataset has also experienced a 

few issues but the researchers trust that the dataset still can 

be utilized as a powerful benchmark tin studying various 

intrusion detection strategies.  

 

In the same field, some computational knowledge approaches 

were used for developing effective intrusion detection. These 

strategies incorporate various soft computing techniques. 

 

Previously, two sorts of agents have been proposed ie. simple 

and multi-agents. Simple agents can detect the environment 

and follow up on them. Bakar [25] had proposed a simple 

agent based methodology for intrusion detection which had 

used rough set-based classification technique but the 

procedure is computationally costly, particularly in its 

computation stage. 

 

Xiaodong Zhu[26] had introduced an intrusion detection 

framework named multi-agent-based intelligent intrusion 

detection system. This framework has an adaptive learning 

agent that analyses both system based and host-based review 

data, and can adapt more than one method of data mining. 

The test results demonstrate that their framework has high 

self-adjusting capacity and intelligence. 

 

An incorporated structure has also been proposed[27] to 

design a mobile agent based system for enhancing the 

security of self-governing system. This structure offered two 

benefits -  a secure agent based administration framework 

and the ability of accomplishing enhanced network 

functionalities. 

 

Mobile agents could encourage the usage of attack safe IDS 

structures [28]. Agents should move when detect threat or 

suspicious action and work non concurrently. Besides, agents 

are agreeable to hereditary decent variety, which likewise 

maintained a strategic distance from attacks went for 

bypassing the known and stable discovery systems of 

intrusion detection system.  

 

Some other feature classification techniques were also 

implemented like neuro-fuzzy inference system standard 

[29], neural network based model for anomaly detection[30], 

Markov show identification strategy[31] and a partial swarm 

optimisation based intrusion detection framework(particle 

swarm optimization)[32]. Several other mechanisms have 

been given by researchers based on certain requirements, 

each of which has its own benefits and limitations[33,34]. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Wireless Networks are facing major security issues with the 

advancement of technology day by day. Various Intrusion 

detection mechanisms have been developed for avoidance, 

detection and removal of attacks. An intrusion detection 

system must be lightweight and must guarantee the detection 

of attacks. Wireless networks deal with huge amount of data 

that include various features of the network. Some features 

are irrelevant while some other are redundant. The 

unnecessary features can degrade the performance of IDS 

and the machine learning approach. It affects the training and 

testing methods of the machine learning. 

 

The feature selection or classification algorithms play an 

important role in identifying the important and the necessary 

features that can help in developing an efficient intrusion 

detection system. This paper has reviewed about several IDS 

that have been implemented using different feature 

classification approaches based on which different quality of 

results have been achieved. 
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